Put together these gleaming STEEL precision parts and create hundreds of toys! Illustrated "How to Make 'Em" book in every set. But you can do your own inventing! Models whistle, "choo-choo," light up and puff smoke. Tell Dad you want ERECTOR and see displays at stores. For free ERECTOR and Gilbert Toy Book write Gilbert Hall of Science, 207 Erector Square, New Haven 6, Connecticut.

**Square Girder Construction**
Precision-matched parts easily lock together with nuts and bolts. Can't wobble or warp. Build bridges that hold more than 200 pounds. Parts have lasting gleam.

**Erector prices slightly higher Denver and West**

**Make this high-swinging airplane ride with ERECTOR No. 6½.**
No. 6½ has over 350 parts — sturdy girders, gears, wheels, etc. "Powerhouse" electric engine features many speeds (including reverse) to put action into your models. Builds pile driver, elevator, lift bridge, hundreds of other wonderful toys that work.

$13.95*

**Huge ferris wheel turns fast or slow; reverses. Made with ERECTOR No. 8½.**
The all-electric set (No. 8½) has nearly 16 pounds of parts! Includes 4-speed forward and reverse electric engine, electric lights, electromagnet! Build a mighty crane, oil drilling rig, portable derrick, etc. Heavy gauge steel chest.

$24.50*

**World's Most Fascinating Christmas Gift**

**Jr. Engineers at Work with ERECTOR!**

**ERECTOR PRICES START AT $200**